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ABSTRACT
Kim,Yae ji., Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. PMMA slab and CNT-reinforced
polymer nanocomposite by Molecular Dynacmis Simulations. Major Professor:
Alejandro Strachan, School of Materials Engineering.
Polymer matrix composites reinforced with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have
received significant attention due to their potential for exceptional mechanical, electrical,
thermal and optical properties. The enhancement of ultimate mechanical properties of
CNT reinforced polymer composites is governed not just by the properties of the two
phases but by dispersion of the CNTs, interactions in the interfacial region and local
molecular changes in polymer due to the vicinity of the CNTs. Strong adhesive
interactions between the matrix and CNT leads to good compatibility preventing the
aggregation of the reinforcements and results in optimal mechanical response. Even
though significant efforts have been devoted to the understanding of fundamental issues
regarding the synthesis and properties of these materials, a predictive understanding of
the interaction between CNTs and polymer matrices is lacking resulting in sub-optimal
properties.
We use molecular dynamics simulations to characterize the effective CNT-CNT
and CNT-matrix interactions as well as mechanical response of CNT-reinforced
composite. We find that the short-range CNT-CNT interaction is governed by the
perturbations caused on the polymer local structures by the CNTs. Interestingly, we find

viii

that these interactions are not pairwise additive and characterize the many body effects.
We also quantify how these short-range perturbations of the polymer structure affect their
local mechanical response and that of the composite as a whole. We find the local stiff of
the polymer near the CNTs is 30 times higher than that of the bulk.
Our study provides key insight and parameters into the basis of interactions in
CNT reinforced polymer nanocomposites that could help the design of optimized
materials.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Since the invention of carbon nanotubes for two decades ago by Iijima [1], it has
been used in wide range of fundamental science activities and application due to
exclusive superlative mechanical properties[2] as well as electrical[3] and thermal
properties[4]. In needs of new material or substitution for light weight and superior
mechanical properties in industries fields such as nanostructures, aerospace and
electronics, CNT has been the candidates as most ideal reinforcement for composite. The
exceptional properties such as high aspect ratio, and conductivity, mechanical strength
makes CNT-reinforced composite to functionalize as thermally conductive composite,
conductive composite having exceedingly low electrical low percolation thresholds [5,6].
However their unique mechanical properties, extremely high Young’s modulus of 1Tpa
[7], high strength of 63Gpa [8] makes significant improvement for mechanical properties
of composite as ultimate mechanical filler. Also the nano-size reinforcement in
nanocomposite changes properties of matrix differentiating from macro-scale composites
due to the size of reinforcement domain size which is comparable with the matrix
molecule’s physical length scale.
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(a)

(b)

Fig 1.1 Ashby Charts, (a) Young’s modulus vs Density, (b) Strength- Density [56].
Taken from http://www-materials.eng.cam.ac.uk/mpsite/interactive_charts.
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Although enormous number of papers reported exceptional results on properties
enhancement in CNT-polymer nanocomposite, the lack of fundamental understanding of
some of issues in characterization, synthesis prevent realization of carbon nanotube
reinforced composite in applications. Some of issues include the understanding of the
interface micromechanics, dispersion, surface adhesion and load transfer between the
CNT and polymer is still in the absence but these are very crucial because these variables
result in significant difference in mechanical properties such as strength and stiffness of
nanocomposite.
Depending on the processing condition such as temperature, catalyst, type of
synthesis and interface condition bonding between CNT and matrix are generated.
Generally there are two types of interface in terms of bonding: perfectly bonded with
chemical bonding, particularly covalent bonding and imperfectly bonded with noncovalent bonding consisted with van der Waals interaction, electrostatics force. Still there
are many arguments on the dominant factor on governing the strength of interface and
hence the mechanics involves the CNT/polymer interface, ability of carrying of stress.
Mechanical properties improvement by stress transferring in interfacial region of
CNT reinforced composite has been studied intensively in experimentally and
computationally [9-11]. However in experimentally investigating the stress transferring
mechanism relating interface is so convoluted by manipulating, processing, measurement
in small scale, so unable to explain clearly the role of interface. Computational method
provides alternative solution to the limitation of experiment study. Atomistic simulations
are playing an increasingly important role in understanding the structure and physics of
polymers and interactions of CNT reinforced composite. For example, molecular
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dynamics simulations provided insight into the role of size on the mechanical response of
nanoscale polymer samples [12] and contributed to the characterization of the
heterogeneous distribution of local dynamic mechanical properties of glassy polymer thin
films [13]. These simulations also helped establish firm relationships between molecular
structure and properties; for example, polymer chain orientation effects on anisotropic
plasticity [14] have been studied and so has the effect of entanglement density on strain
hardening of polymer glasses [15]. While restricted to relatively small sizes and short
timescales these atomistic level simulations provide insight and quantitative information
that can be used in continuum level models capable of achieving scales of interest in most
real applications [42].
We use molecular dynamics simulations to characterize the effective interaction
in CNT-reinforced polymer nanocomposite: CNT interaction with polymer in surface and
CNT-CNT interaction via the polymer matrix that govern their aggregation. We find that
the short-range interaction is govern by the interactions between the perturbations the
CNTs cause on the polymer density. We also quantify how these short range perturbation
of the polymer structure affects their local mechanical response and that of the composite
as a whole.
In this thesis, materials and methodology used for CNT- reinforced polymer
nanocomposite including Molecular Dynamics and generation of polymer are firstly
introduced in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presented structural properties of PMMA slab which
is used as composite matrix with description of role of annealing. The interaction of CNT
with polymer matrices will be discussed including CNT interaction with PMMA surface
and diffusion and effective CNT-CNT interaction through the polymer in Chapter 4. In
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Chapter 5, mechanical response of CNT-polymer composite related interactions in
interfacial region covered in Chapter 4 is investigated. Finally Chapter 6 is dedicated to
provide a summary and conclusion of this study.
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CHAPTER 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Molecular Dynamics
2.1.1. Why Molecular Dynamics?
Depending on the problem and spatial and temporal scales of interest, there is
wide range scale of material modeling exist from Quantum mechanics simulations to
continuum simulations. Mesoscale simulation is useful in accurate macroscopic
properties prediction in μm in size or μs in time. One possibility in mesodynamics is to
perform coarse grain simulations which describe particles or grains to represent group of
atoms. With significantly reduced cost, accurately properties predictions of materials
such as pontial energy, density and bulk modulus are achievable with reliable mesoparticles description force field. These extension of scale in time and length are caused
by using of mesoscale dynamics larger time steps for the integration of the motion of the
mesoparticles because of the lower frequency vibrational modes of mesoparticles [1].
However not all the properties are computed reliably and accurately using continuum
modeling. In continuum simulation atomic level description are under approximation
such as surface and interfacial process, atomic level chemistry, interactions and defect
nucleation etc. Thus, depending on the properties of interest, molecular dynamics or first
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principle simulations are rather ideally suited to investigate nanoscale materials
properties.
Molecular dynamics (MD) is an atomistic scale simulation which describes
interaction between the atoms by interatomic potentials. In MD method, electron effects
are averaged out and time evolution of atomic position and velocities are computed from
Newton equations of motion. Electrons related approximation are based on the BornOppenheimer theory, MD time step which is used to describe the atomic motion are long
enough for the electrons to achieve their ground stable state due to faster speed of the
electron in comparison with the nuclei which is caused by mass difference. The
interatomic potentials (force fields) are establish from the first principles or experiment to
reproduce the forces to describe interactions among the atoms including the effect of
electrons. The reliability of the interatomic potential determines the accuracy of the MD
simulations and furthermore related to ability to bridge to mesoscale method validity.

2.1.2. Classical Equations of Motion
The motions of the atoms from positions and velocities of the atoms are computed
by solving the Newton’s equations of motion. From precise prediction of atomic motion
MD can capture not only the atomistic properties or structures but also size effects of
whole system, non-equilibrium behaviors of molecules, even a anharmonisities of the
system. Newton’s equations of motion defined as follows:

vi = ri

vi =

Fi
mi

2.1
2.2
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where, vi represent acceleration of atom i, ri represents atomic position, vi is velocity at ,
mi is the mass of atom and Fi is the force acting on i from all the other atoms in total N of
atoms system.
2.3

Fi = −∇iV ({ri })

The force appied on atom i, Fi , is negative gradient of potential energy of the all the
atoms in system which is represented as V({ri}).
These atomic motions of a system can bridge to the macroscopic properties such
as total energy, lattice parameters and bulk modulus using statistical mechanics. Selecting
most suitable force field is the key to obtain the precies materials properties beuase all
the interactions between the atoms are governed by the interatomic potential. In this study,
we use DREIDING force filed which is generally used to predict the dynamics of organic,
biological and main-group inorganic molecules. [2]

In next CHAPTER, 2.1.3.,

DREIDING force field is described in detail.

2.1.3. Interatomic Potential for Polymer
In order to describe the accurate polymeric molecular structure and interactions
we used DREIDING force field [2]. The potential energy for polymer is expressed in two
terms, valence interaction and nonbonded interaction.
E=Eval +Enb

2.4
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The valence interactions depend on the bond structure and consist of two-body (bond
stretch EB), three-body (angle bend, Ea) and two four-body (dihedral angle torsion, ET,
inversion, EI ) ineractions.
Eval =EB +EA+ET+EI 2.5
All of the valence terms used simple harmonic style and described as follows:
Bond stretch: EB = 1 K e (R − Re )2
2

2.6

where Ke is force constant, Re is equilibrium bond distance and describes the bond stretch
interaction in harmonic oscillator. Angle bend between bond IJ and JK sharing a common
atoms are taken as:
Angle Bend: E A,ijk = 1 K ijk [θ ijk − θ j0 ]2
2

2.7

where K ijk is force constant, θj 0 is equilibrium angle and θijk is angle between bond ij and
jk. The torsion interaction for bonds IJ and KL which is sharing a common bond JK is
described as:

Dihedral: ET ,ijkl = 1 Vjk {1− cos[n jk (ϕ − ϕ 0jk )]}
2

2.8

where Vjk is barrier to rotation, njk is periodicity, ϕ represent dihedral angle between IJK
and JKL planes and ϕ 0jk is equilibrium dihedral angle. Lastly improper terms is
Improper: EI (ψ ) = 1 K inv (ψ − ψ 0 )2
2

2.9

to describe how difficult to force three bonds (J-I, K-I, L-I) which are all bonded to atom
I, into the same place with barrier term Kinv and angle between IL bond and JIK plane as

ψ.
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And for the nonbonded interactions, it includes electrostatics (EQ) and van der
Waals (Evdw) interactions.
Enb =EQ +Evdw 2.6
Partial atomic charges for electrostatics, EQ, are obtained using the Gasteiger method [3] and van
der Waals interactions are described with Buckingham function as follows:

E = Ae

−r ρ

−

C
r6

2.7

where A and C are energy constant and rho is an ionic-pair dependent length parameter.

2.1.4. Steered Molecular Dynamics
In the process of composite synthesis viscosity of matrix as well as diffusion
coefficient of reinforcement is crucial for carbon nanotube dispersion. To investigate
viscosity we used steered molecular dynamics to induce conformational change in
systems. The advantage of steered molecular dynamics (SMD) is that it induces relatively
large conformational changes in molecules on nanosecond time scales over the
conventional MD. Taking this advantage two CNTs in PMMA slab are applied spring
force to bring them close in matrix. During these accessing of two CNT viscosity of
matrix is studied using various CNT approaching speed and alignments.

2.2 Generation of Amorphous Structure of Polymer
Generation of amorphous polymer needs special-purpose algorithms [15-18]
unlike the crystalline structure materials which can be easily generated by repeating unit
cell. Initial structure which satisfies correct statistics is important to produce accurate
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properties because the amorphous polymer dynamics requires timescale beyond MD
simulations achieve for the cases of large molecular-weight system. Initial accurate
molecular structures which exhibit correct statistical properties to be used for this study
obtained using the PolymerModeler tool deployed on nanoHUB.org [19]. In determined
simulation cell, specified monomers (polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) for 96 monomers
and polyethylene (PE) for 48 monomers) are sequentially placed satisfying the set of
dihedral angles between the monomer to the desired length. These conformational
building is performed using the algorithm of continuous configurational biased direct
Monte Carlo [20]. After build initial configuration, the system needs structure relaxation
step before molecular dynamics to remove the close contact. To make entanglement
chain can slide each other Dreiding Lennard-Jones energy and distance parameters are
scaled in successively [21]. After gradual application of non-bonded interactions,
structural relaxed system is ready for the molecular dynamics.

2.3. Analyzing Molecular Dynamics
Strength of interface which is defined by binding energy, frictional force between
matrix and reinforcement is very important issue for effective reinforcement in composite.
For nanocomposites, bonding between the CNTs and polymer matrix can be classified as
covalent bonding with functional group in CNT and noncovalent bonding. Although CNT
functionalization, covalently bonded functional group addition to the surface of CNT,
improve the compatibility of CNT in polymer matrix and increase the interfacial
bonding ,it can adversely change the properties of CNT and matrix such as composite to
be more brittle [4-6]. So noncovalent bonding between the CNT-polymer interface has
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also been studied and reported significant improvement in various aspects. However the
contributions of polymer morphology, noncovalent molecular level entanglement of two
phase, to enhancement of the properties such as strength, tougthness and conductance of
the material are not yet clearly understood [7] . To understand the morphology of the
polymer in the interface we used radius of gyration intuitively gives a sense of degree of
entanglement, defined as :

Rg =

1 N
(ri − rc )2
∑
N i=1

2.8

where ri is the position of atom i, rc is the center of mass position of chain and N is the
number of atoms. Also for the better understanding the molecular structure we split the
radius of gyration into radius of gyration normal to the free surface , Rgz , and along the
free surface , RgXY, as follows:

RgZ =

RgXY =

3 N
(riz − rcz )2
∑
N i=1

N
3 N
(∑ (rix − rcx )2 +∑ (riy − rcy )2 )
2N i=1
i=1

2.9

2.10

As CNTs are embedded in matrix, due to the interfacial nteraction between the polymer
and CNT, not only the entanglement of CNT but polymer densities in interfacial region
are also affected. To characterize the structural properties of polymer around the CNTs,
radial distribution of function (RDF), g(r), has been studied as a function of the distance
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from the axis of the CNT. We also computed the degree of alignment of polymer
structure with orientation order parameter. Orientation order parameter A is defined as:
A=

1 n 3cos2 ϕ i −1
∑ 2
n − 2 i=3

2.11

where ϕ i is the angle between the sub-bond vector bi = (ri − ri−2 ) / 2 and the CNT-axis.
Understanding of polymer structural factor related interaction of matrix and
reinforcement is significantly improves the CNT dispersion, the one of the main issues in
nanocomposite community.

2.4 Molecular Structure of Carbon Nanotubes
Starting from Iijima’s discovery of carbon nanotubes in 1991, there has been
extensive attention paid to their unique properties, such as electrical, mechanical, optical,
and thermal aspects. All these properties are closely related to the structure of CNTs.
Depending on the rolling direction of graphene sheets, CNTs can be categorized into
“armchair”, “zigzag”, and “chiral”. A pair of (n ,m) integers are used to note chiral
vectors [12]. If the chiral vector (n,m) of a CNT is n-m=3q, the nanotube is metallic,
otherwise the carbon nanotube is semiconducting. For metallic carbon nanotubes, their
conductivities and current densities can be rivaled with metals. For example, the electric
current density of metallic carbon nanotubes is 4 x 10 9 A/cm 2, greater than metals such
as copper [13]. For the semiconducting carbon nanotubes, they have a large range of
bandgap energies from 10 meV to 0.5 eV which depends on the chirality [14], and direct
bandgaps. Based on these excellent properties, carbon nanotubes are expected to be used
in nanotube-based transistors (CNTFET)[15,16], electrical cables and wires, solar cells,
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supercapacitors, memories, displays, sensors etc. Despite the fact that carbon nanotubes
are a very promising as a candidate for various electrical applications, there is a challenge
in realizing their use in industry mainly due to chirality control problems.
For decades, many researchers have tried to acquire a single chirality of CNTs, but
unfortunately, it turned out that there is little control over the chirality of the CNTs. There
are many explanations of why it is hard to control the chirality, but one of the simplest
explanations is that the strain energy built in CNTs depends on the radius, not on the
chirality [17]. The reason for strain energy being independent of chirality is that graphene
has isotropic in-plane mechanical properties and homogeneous 2D continuum behavior.
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CHAPTER 3. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF PMMA SLAB: ROLE OF
ANNEALING CONDITION

3.1 Motivation
Understanding how specimen size and processing affect the thermo-mechanical
response of amorphous polymers is critical to understand and, eventually, optimize
nanocomposites and foams. These relatively new materials are interesting for a range of
applications including nanoelectronics and electromagnetics; solar cells [18,19], infrared
sensor [20], electrolyte [21], microwave-absorbing and electromagnetic interference
shielding [22,23]. Good thermo-mechanical properties also open opportunities in
automobile [24] and aerospace applications, coatings [25], flame-retardants [26], and
packaging [27].
The molecular structure of thin films present in nanocomposites and foams are
likely to be different than those in bulk samples due to the presence of free-surfaces and
interfaces but also due to processing and thermal history [46,47]. Understanding how
these variables affect the molecular structure and, consequently, properties of thin films
would contribute to a more fundamental understanding of these materials.
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In this study we characterize the molecular structure and thermal properties and
energetics of PMMA films obtained by drawing a bulk sample in the molten state and
subsequently subject to various thermal histories.

3.2 Computational Details
All simulations use LAMMPS, a parallel MD simulation code from Sandia
National Laboratories [32,33]. The DREIDING force field [34] is used to describe the
interaction between atoms in terms of covalent, van der Waals, and electrostatic
interactions. Partial atomic charges for electrostatics are obtained using the Gasteiger
method [35]. We study two system sizes: i) a small simulation cell containing five 96monomer-long PMMA chains, leading to 7,210 atoms and measuring approximately 4.13
nm on the side; and ii) a larger cell with 40 96-monomer-long chains, with 57,680 atoms
and 8.27 nm on the side. The initial bulk configurations were constructed at T=500 K
using the amorphous polymer builder of the commercial software MAPS [41]. All
systems contain 80% of syndiotactic and 20% of atactic chains. These same structures
were used previously to characterize the yield in PMMA under various loading
conditions [40]. Similar structures can be built in the website with PolymerModeler [46].
Three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions are imposed on all systems. We use a
time step of 4 fs to integrate the equations of motion with a RESPA multi-step algorithm
that results in 1 fs updates for bond stretch, 2 fs for angles, dihedrals, and improper forces
and 4 fs for the van der Waals force and k-space calculations. As explained in the Section
III, slabs are created via deformation at high temperature and the resulting systems are
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then annealed to room temperature. Temerature is operated with Nose-Hoover thermostat
with 0.4 ps coupling constant and pressure with Nose-Hoover barostat with 4 ps coupling
constant for the simulations. During this process a cutoff of 12.0 Å is used for non-bond
interactions. A final thermalization using the more accurate but computationally more
intensive particle-particle particle mesh solver (PPPM) with an accuracy of 10-4
(kcal/mol-Angstrom) to handle long-range electrostatics is performed to quantify the
effect of long-range interactions on free surface formation energy.

3.3 Generation of Slabs and Their Annealing
This Section describes the process used to create PMMA slabs via mechanical
deformation. Subsection 3.1 describes the formation of slabs at high temperature and
their thermalization and Subsection 3.2 describes the annealing of the samples.

3.3.1. Slab Formation and Relaxation
Deformation process. The periodic, bulk samples described above are thermalized
at T= 600 K for 200 ps. The liquid samples are then uniaxially deformed along the z
direction up to 600% engineering strain while keeping the cell lengths in the transverse
directions constant. This deformation is done continuously (at every MD step) and with
two different strain rates for the small system (7,210 atoms): 1.45 x 1010 s-1 and 0.72 x
1010 s-1, and 0.72 x 1010 s-1 for large system (57,680 atoms). The snapshots in Fig. 3.1
show the deformation process, including the nucleation and growth of voids and
eventually the formation of a PMMA slab. The process of slab formation via mechanical
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deformation in the melt is akin to that used to synthesize polymer foams; see [38, 39]
polyimide foam synthesis from powder precursors.

Figure 3.1 Atomic snapshots from the MD simulations used to create the PMMA
slabs at various strain levels. Total deformation is 600% over a time of 400 ps
The resulting structures are thermalized at T=600 K for an additional time under
constant volume and temperature conditions: 2,400 ps for the large system, 400 ps for the
small system deformed at 1.45 x 1010 s-1 strain rate and 800 ps for small system of 0.72 x
1010 s-1 and. This time is enough for all polymer chains to coil back into a single slab and
achieve an isotropic chain orientation distribution.
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Figure 3.2 Stress-strain curves during the deformation and thermalization.

Figure 3.2 shows the longitudinal and transverse stresses as a function of strain
during the deformation process. We see that for the fastest deformation rate the stress
along the longitudinal direction is larger than the transverse one indicating that the liquid
is not able to achieve mechanical equilibrium at such high rates. On the other hand, for
the rate of 0.72 x 1010 s-1 the stress state of the system remains approximately hydrostatic
throughout the simulation.
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Figure 3.3 Atomistic snapshots of the PMMA slab (a) after deformation and
thermalization at T=600 K for 400 ps, and (b) after annealing to T=300 K using
NPT MD with a cooling rate of25 K/ 100 ps (c) after annealing to T=300 K using
NVT MD with a cooling rate of 10 K/ 200 ps.
3.3.2. Slab Annealing
After deformation and thermalization at T=600 K the various structures are
cooled down to room temperature. The systems are cooled down using two procedures: i)
isobaric, isothermal MD (NPT ensemble) involving 25 K steps and 100 ps simulations at
each temperature with zero stress along x and y directions (equal to the stress normal to
the free surfaces) and ii) isochoric, isothermal conditions (NVT) with a rate of 10 K every
200 ps. For comparison and to obtain surface energies, bulk systems (with 3D periodic
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boundary conditions) were also cooled down to room temperature using 25 K/ 100 ps and
10 K/ 200 ps rates under isobaric conditions. Table 1 summarizes the various models and
their thermo-mechanical history and structures are shown in figure 3.3.
The glass transition temperature of the bulk systems has been characterized as 409 K with
cooling down 20 K for every 100 ps to room temperature using NPT condition
simulations. This prediction agreed in the experiment measurements of the a-PMMA Tg
of 387 K and s-PMMA Tg of 404 K [42]. This provides an important validation of our
molecular structures and the use of the Dreiding force field.
NPT cooling of slabs leads to a fast reduction of their cross-section above Tg as
the liquid flows to minimize its free surface area. Figure 3.4 shows the transverse
simulation cell parameters as a function of temperature for slabs and bulk systems. For
both system sizes (7,210 atoms and 57,680 atoms) the transverse cell length of slab
decreases approximately 30% when it is cooled down from 600 K to 525K by 25 K per
100 ps. In contrast the slab cross sectional area is held fixed during NVT annealing
leading to the buildup of residual stress during cooling for temperatures below Tg, The
annealing process affects chain configurations in the solid as will be discussed in Section
4.
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Table 3.1 Thermo-mechanical history
Deformation at 600 K
Bulk 7,210

X

Slab 7,210
Bulk 57,680

Strain rate: 0.72 x 1010 s-1
Strain rate: 1.45 x 1010 s-1
X

Slab 57,680

Strain rate: 1.45 x 1010 s-1

Annealing from 600 K to 300
K
NPT 25 K/100 ps
NPT 10 K/200 ps
NPT 25 K/100 ps
NVT 10 K/200 ps
NPT 25 K/100 ps
NPT 10 K/200 ps
NPT 25 K/100 ps
NVT 10 K/200 ps
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To characterize the role of long-range electrostatic interactions we performed a
final thermalization of the T=300 K slabs and bulk systems using both a 12 Å cutoff and
particle-particle, particle-mesh (PPPM) which provides an accurate treatment of the longrange Coulomb interactions. For the PPPM simulations we use a cutoff of 12 Å to
separate short-range and long-range interactions and a convergence criterion of 10-4
(kcal/mol-Angstrom). This final thermalization is 300 ps long.

Figure 3.4 Transverse cell length change during annealing
3.4 Molecular Structures
To characterize the polymer’s molecular structure we study the distributions of
radii of gyration during the formation and annealing of the films. The temporal evolution
of the radius of gyration of every chain in the large system deformed with a strain rate of
1.45 x 1010 s-1 is shown in Figure 3.5 during: i) deformation, ii) thermalization at T=600
K and iii) annealing to room temperature (NPT with 25 K / 100 ps). We single out six
chains to track the evolution of the radius of gyration during the process. Each color in
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the graph represents the individual chains of the same color in the snapshots in Figs. 3.
5(b-d).

Figure 3.5 Radius of gyration during creating PMMA slab and atomistic snap
shots during deformation with six chains singled out
As expected the chains with the largest increase in the radius of gyration are those
located in the neck region during deformation. Those chains coil back when the slab
forms and reduce their Rg. Interestingly, some of the chains with the largest increase in
radius of gyration during deformation end up with very small radius in the slab as they
finish coiled into themselves on the slab surface.
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Figure 3.6 Radius of gyration of slabs and bulks at T= 600 K
Figure 3.6 shows the distributions of RgZ and RgXY at various stages during the
deformation and annealing process. The initial distributions before deformation are rather
isotropic, figure 3.6(a), and RgZ increases significantly during uniaxial deformation, see
figure 3.6(b). After the high-temperature thermalization following deformation RgZ
(normal to the surface) experiences a significant reduction as the highly elongated chains
coil back and equilibrate. The transverse radius of gyration RgXY remains rather constant
throughout the entire process. As discussed earlier there is a slight reduction in the mean
radius of gyration (about 4%) is observed during the deformation process.
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Figure 3.7 Radius of gyration of slabs and bulks at T=300 K

Figures 3.7 (a) and (b) show the distributions of radii of gyration after NPT and
NVT annealing to room temperature. The resulting molecular structure after NPT cooling
is highly anisotropic. The reduction in the slab cross-section to minimize its free surface
area, leads to polymer chains elongated along the direction normal to surface and
becoming shorter in lateral directions. In contrast, NVT annealed slabs result in polymer
chains elongated preferentially in lateral direction rather than normal to the surface
direction. These distributions resulting after the annealing procedure are rather stable
within MD timescales and do not evolve significantly during the 300 ps long T= 300 K
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thermalization using a cutoff or the PPPM method. Figures 3.7 (c) and (d) show the
distribution of radii of gyration of bulk systems with different rate of annealing. In
contrast with the slabs, their molecular structure does not show anisotropic distributions.


Table 3.2. Bond-orientational order parameter analysis

A

Before
deformation

After
deformation
+2.4 ns
thermalization

-0.021

-0.032

Slab at 300
K
With
NPT
annealing
0.202

Slab at 300
K
With
NVT
annealing
-0.045

Bulk at 300
K

0.0186
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The parameter A represents the degree of alignment of polymer chains with the z
axis. Perfectly parallel chains would result in A=1.0, random orientations in A=0.0 and
perpendicular to the z-axis would lead to A=-0.5. We see that 2.4 ns thermalization after
deformation is enough time for the chains to achieve random orientations. Interestingly,
slabs cooled down under constant stress show some degree of orientation in agreement
with the radius of gyration analysis.

3.5 Slab Properties
3.5.1. Density Profiles
To analyze the density, we divide each simulation cell into 25 thin slabs (0.2~0.8
nm thick) and compute the density in each of them. Figure 3.8 shows density profile of
the slabs as a function of z-axis after cooling and thermalization over 300 ps. Table 3
shows density of each slabs calculated from average of 17 points in the center.
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Figure 3.8 Density profiles of slabs

The annealing procedure has no appreciable effect on density despite the large
change in molecular structures; we also find weak size dependence when we compare the
density of different annealed slabs and different size slabs with larger slabs density
comparable to the bulk. Slabs annealed with NPT ensemble shrink in the in-plane
direction to reduce their free surface area. The large system shrank by approximately 37%
in width and the small systems lengths shrank by about 29-31%. This surface area
reduction leads to significant different thickness in the various structures depending on
the annealing process. The thickness of large NPT annealing slab are approximately 2.2
times larger than the NVT cooled slab; this ratio is in the range 1.73-1.83 for the small
slabs. Dimensional information is organized in Table 3. Despite the differences in
processing and thickness NVT- and NPT-cooled small slabs exhibit similar densities:
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0.10 g/cm3. The large system cooled under NPT and NVT conditions also shows

very different thickness but similar densities 1.31 0.02 g/cm3. These values are similar
to the bulk predictions of 1.29~1.30 g/cm3. These results are slightly larger than
experimental value of 1.18 g/cm3 [36]. Thus, the density of the thin films is not
noticeably affected by the mechanical constraints during the annealing of the films.

3.5.2. Surface Energy
The surface energy of the various slabs is computed as:

γ=

< Eslab > − < Ebulk >
2× < A >

Where Eslab and E bulk are total energy of slab and bulk and A denotes the surface area.
Angle brackets indicate time average. The reference bulk energy corresponds to systems
annealed at the same rate of the corresponding slab (but using NPT in all cases). As
expected, the uncertainty in the calculated free surface energy, measured by its associated
standard deviation, is large because it is obtained as the difference between two large
numbers
We thermalized the 57,680-atom slab and bulk systems for an additional 200 ps
for each temperature for better statistics of free surface energy. Asterisk symbols in
Figure 3.9 show the free surface energy as a function of temperature for large slabs
cooled down under NPT conditions. We observe a weak increase in surface energy with
decreasing temperature below the glass transition temperature. More interestingly, we
observe a significant decrease of the surface energy during the cooling above Tg, where
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the melt is flowing and its molecular structure evolving. For comparison we also show in
Figure 3.9 the temperature dependence of the surface energy when the slab is cooled
under NVT conditions. The mechanical constraint increases the energy of the hightemperature slab, leading to a higher surface energy as compared with the NPT slab.

Figure 3.9 Surface energy vs. temperature during annealing for slabs of 57,680 atoms
with NPT 25 K/ 100 ps and NVT 10 K/ 200 ps annealing
Table 3 summarizes our free surface energy predictions at 300 K from a 300 pslong simulation averaging over the last 80 ps. Our results, ranging from 40 to 80 mJ/m2,
are in good agreement with experimental data: Ozcan and Hasirci reported the surface
free energy of PMMA by different approaches ranging from 30 mJ/m2 with Berthelot
method to ~60 mJ/m2 with Harmonic mean method [37]. As mentioned above, we find no
systematic effect of deformation rate on surface energy however the mechanical
constraints during annealing have a clear effect. Our results indicate that samples
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annealed under NPT conditions exhibit a lower free surface energy than those annealed
while constraining their volume (NVT). As mentioned above, NPT-annealed slabs
elongate along their normal directions and their chains do so as well. This causes the
density of van der Waals bonds on the free surface to be smaller than in cases with
isotropic chain conformations due to higher chain curvature and more chain ends near the
surface.


Table 3.3. Slab size and predicted properties
Length (nm)
Size: 7,210 atoms
Strain rate: 0.72 x 1010 s-1
Annealing: NPT 25 K/
100 ps
Size: 7,210 atoms
Strain rate: 1.45 x 1010 s-1
Annealing: NPT 25 K/
100 ps
Size: 7,210 atoms
Strain rate: 0.72 x 1010 s-1
Annealing: NVT 10 K/
200 ps
Size: 7,210 atoms
Strain rate: 1.45 x 1010 s-1
Annealing: NVT 10 K/
200 ps
Size: 57,680 atoms
Strain rate: 0.72 x 1010 s-1
Annealing: NPT 25 K/
100 ps
Size: 57,680 atoms
Strain rate: 0.72 x 1010 s-1
Annealing: NVT 10 K/
200 ps

Density (g/cm3)

Surface Energy
(mJ/m2)
50 55

8.02

1.26

0.09

8.38

1.25

0.08

70

60

4.57

1.28

0.10

80

30

4.65

1.26

0.10

70

30

19.44

1.31

0.02

40

20

8.81

1.30

0.02

70

20
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3.6 Conclusion
Our simulations show that the mechanical constraints during annealing affect the
molecular structure of thin polymer films. Flow of liquid samples above Tg lead to
anisotropic distribution of radius of gyration of the polymer chains. This information is
relevant to the formation and annealing of polymer foams.
When polyimide foam samples are produced from Poly (amic acid) (PAA)
powder, the driving force for bubble growth initiation is the mechanical force associated
with the pressure caused by the blowing agent diffusing into nuclei and is facilitated by
the reduction of viscosity when the temperature has reached above glass transition
temperature of Poly (amic acid). Thermal treatment around 150

makes amidation

reaction which causes an increase of viscosity and bubble growth terminates [38,39].
Thus, during foam formation and annealing the polymer experiences a thermomechanical history similar to those in our simulation and our results shed light into
possible structural changes induced by processing.
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CHAPTER 4. INTERACTION OF CNTS WITH POLYMERIC MATRIX

Mechanical properties improvement by effective reinforcement is related four
issues including large aspect ratio of CNT, good dispersion, alignment and interfacial
stress transfer [39]. Especially, the dispersion of CNT in the polymer matrix, which is
related CNT motion in matrix, and interfacial characteristics such as molecular structures
and interactions are key factors to reach the full potential of CNT in nanocomposite
related uttermost enhancement of properties.
Recently Nadia Grossiord et al. reported that homogeneously dispersed carbon
nanotube reinforced polymer nanocomposites are prepared using diffusivity of CNT in
polystyrene (PS) latex [49]. Before melt procedures, CNTs are mixed with closely packed
vitrified latex particle and then melted. Finally well-dispersed CNTs in polymer film are
produced by reorganization of CNT during final compression molding procedure. In this
process diffusivity of CNT in polymer melt and viscosity of matrix determines extent of
reorganization or dispersion and eventually affects the properties of nanocomposites.
Regarding interactions in composite, a significant amount of publications suggest
that interfacial interactions between CNT and matrix lead polymer morphology and
properties different from bulk or film. The geometric parameters such as polymer radius
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of gyration, diameter of the CNT and aspect of ratio of CNT play a important role in
significant improvement of interaction properties and thereby leads efficient mechanical
load transfer. Recent experiment study has reported using PMMA/SWCNT composites
that load transfer efficiency and elastic modulus increases when radius of gyration, Rg,
and diameter of CNT (or bundle), D, satisfy 2Rg/D > 1 [41]. The effective interactions
exist not only the interactions between the CNT and polymer but also between CNTs.
Computationally, matrix induced reinforcement interaction in polymer melt has been
reported [42]. Dmitry Bedrov et al. explain the influence of polymer melt matrix on the
effective interaction between the two nanoparticles by investigating the interparticle
region using molecular dynamics. The potential of mean force (POMF) of nanoparticle
exhibit qualitatively different behavior depending on the interfacial polymer density and
strength of the polymer-nanoparticle.

4.1 CNT Interaction with PMMA Surfaces and Diffusion
To study the molecular structure and interaction between the CNT and polymer in
interfacial region composites are built using PMMA and PE slabs. For the investigation
of displacement of CNT in polymer matrix and prediction of mobility, two CNTs are
placed on the 0.2 nm away from the surfaces of the each PMMA slabs, which has been
built in previous study, in perpendicular alignment and parallel alignment. For the
comparison with the two different alignment systems, single CNT is placed on the
surface of the PMMA slab as shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Fig 4.1 A snapshot of computational model for PMMA/CNT composite

After creating PMMA slab at 600K followed by enough time thermalization for
all polymer chains to achieve an isotropic chain orientation distribution, chirality (10,10)
of CNTs are placed with three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions. The systems
are thermalized under isobaric, isothermal MD (NPT ensemble) with x and y dimensions
barostat coupling without any of external force applying to induce the CNTs motion into
the slab.

4.1.1 Displacement of CNTs
Enormously strong van der Waals surface interaction between CNTs caused by
large surface area makes the spontaneous aggregation between CNTs. Therefore various
methods for CNT dispersion has been reported such as sonication[25], high shear mixing
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[30,31], functionalization [26,27] and polymer structure modification[28,29]. For the
physical methods of dispersion, sonication or high shear mixing, CNT and polymer are
blended in first step and followed by implosion of cavitation bubbles on the CNT surface
or application of high shear forces. In the first stage of blending, the mobility of CNT in
the matrix is related to the spontaneous formation of CNT bundles by aggregation of
CNTs.
To investigate the maximizing effective carbon nanotube reinforcement, CNT
mobility which is the key for CNT nanocomposites synthesis in PMMA slab in various
directions has been studied.

Fig 4.2 Displacements of CNTs into PMMA depending on the time evolution during
thermailzation
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As shown in Fig 4.2, the displacement of the CNTs into the polymer matrix is
initially fast but becomes slower after approximately ~2 ns. As the CNTs are placed on
the slab surfaces, driving force to reduce the surface area is originated and it leads the
relatively fast motion of CNTs into the slab until the CNTs are completely surrounded by
polymers. So once the CNTs are completely enclosed with polymer, the speed of the
CNT to the slab decreases. The similar manner of CNTs motion into the slab of parallel
alignment system and perpendicular alignment system shows that mobility of CNTs is
not affected by alignment of CNTs.



Figure 4.3 Longitudinal and transeverse displacements of CNTs in PMMA slab
depending on the time evolution during thermailzation
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During the CNTs dive into the polymer, CNT moves not only in normal to the
surface direction but also in transverse parallel to surface direction and in longitudinal
direction along the axis of the CNT as shown in the Fig 4.3. In transverse direction,
CNTs need to moves with pushing all surrounding polymers and it cause CNT to be more
constrained in position. In contrast, longitudinal directional diffusion of CNT is relatively
faster than transverse directions due to the less surroundings to move away for their
moving.
4.1.2 Prediction of CNT mobility
The mean-square displacement of CNTs in longitudinal and transverse in plane
directions characterizes the dynamics of CNT during CNTs motion into the slab. Using
the amplitude of CNT’s motion in achievable time scale in MD, diffusion coefficient of
CNT in molten PMMA matrix is predicted as shown in Fig 4.4

MSD(Δt) = 2DΔt 4.1
In longitudinal direction diffusion coefficient at 600K is estimated as Dlongitudinal = 7x 10-9
(m2/s) using equation 4.1. However in transverse direction diffusivity predicted in range
as Dtransverse <10-11 (m2/s) because sub-diffusive behavior are only captured in MD time
scale limitation.
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Figure 4.4 CNT mobility in longitudinal and transverse in plane directions

4.2 Steered Interaction With PMMA Surfaces and Viscosity
To investigate viscous force of PMMA with the motion of CNT, steered
molecular dynamics are used to induce the CNT to be placed on center of slab. Between
two CNTs moving spring force are applied proportional to Hooke’s law with constant
velocity in range of -1.0 x 10-4 ~ -1.0 x 10-5 (A/fs)

and stiffness of K=2302.103

(Kcal/mol A2 ). Selection of path of CNT movement are defined with vector and
recomputed in every step to steer local process when CNTs are undergoes undesired
changes.
In comparison of averaged forces for different speed of CNT approaching, it is
observed that viscous flow of PMMA is affected by the CNT motion as shown in Fig 4.5
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PMMA showed more viscous properties as polymer chains have shorter relaxation time
due to the fast CNT motion in both alignment of CNT.

Figure 4.5 Viscous flow analysis of molten PMMA at 600K

4.3 Effective CNT-CNT Interactions Through Polymer Matrix
To characterize CNT-CNT interactions through the interface region and their
effects on mechanical properties with different distribution of CNTs, PE/CNT composites
are built. PE slabs are consisted with 240 chains, 48-monomer-long, with 8.27 nm on the
side. Pair of CNTs are placed in different distance in range of 17.2 A ~33 A from center
to center of CNTs as shown in Fig 4.6. Firstly PE slabs are generated using
PolymerModeler with designated excluded cylinders for CNTs and then CNTs are placed
in excluded volumes and structures are relaxed with setting force zero between CNTs for
fixed distance. After minimization process with gradual application of van der Waals
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interaction with scaled Dreiding Lennard –Jones potential, unscaled Dreiding exponential
-6 van der Waals interactions are applied for dynamics at 400K which is above PE the
glass transition temperature. To see the effects of noncovalent effects between the CNT
and polymer, van der Waals interactions are only considered excluding chemical bonding
or functional group for all systems. The density analysis is shown in Fig 4.8 conducted
with CNT distances are fixed at initial CNT setting, matrixes are relaxed for 200 ps with
of isochoric, isothermal conditions (NVT) and cutoff of 12.0. Å is used for non-bond
interactions for this process. Successive final structure relaxation process used particleparticle particle mesh solver (PPPM) with an accuracy of 10-4 (kcal/mol-Angstrom)
which is more accurate but computationally more intensive to handle long-range
electrostatics to quantify the effect of long-range interactions. After these procedures
CNTs are included in time integration on equation of motion with isobaric, isothermal
(NPT ensemble) with zero stress along x and y directions with barostat coupling



Figure 4.6 A snapshot of computational model for PE / CNT composite
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4.3.1. CNT-CNT Interaction Through the Polymer
During final structure relaxation process for 400 ps including the effect of longrange interactions, we quantify total force on CNTs with fixing the CNT-CNT distance.
Forces are averaged from last 40 ps relaxation process and shown in Fig 4.7. Interference
between alternative different polymer density layers cause repulsive and attractive force
on the CNTs depending on the CNT distances. When each adsorption layers generated
from different CNTs are overlapped in destructively CNTs are experiencing repulsive or
attractive force to find the constructive overlapped position. Also the strength of forces
on the CNTs is proportional to the density of layers. As the CNT adsorption layer
formation vanishes around ~30 Å, shown in RDF analysis, interactions between the CNT
also become weaker and force converges to the zero when CNTs are further away than
~30 Å.
Effective interaction between CNTs via the polymer matrix leads the CNTs to
find stable separation distances between the CNT in the PE matrix. During this procedure
CNTs are free to move by being included in time integration on equation of motion.
Figure 4.7 shows convergence of CNT distances to several equilibrium distances during
relaxation at 400K. And predicted equilibrium distances between two CNTs are exactly
correspond to the stable distances estimated from force analysis as shown in Figure 4.7
From the force and equilibrium distance analysis, we find that the short-range interaction
is governed by the interactions between the perturbations the CNTs cause on the polymer
density.



Figure 4.7 (a) Force on CNT as a function of distance between two CNTs, (b) CNT –
CNT distances convergence as a function of time at 400K
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4.3.2.Formation of Discrete Adsorption Layers
The projected radial distribution functions along the CNT axis of polyethylene in
the vicinity of CNT as function of distance from the center of CNTs are shown in
Figure.4.8. RDF are averaged 5 sets of frame for each CNTs distance systems. The
discrete peaks at ~10.5 A, ~15.3 A and ~19.8 A in RDF result shows that presence of
CNTs leads the formation of polyethylene discrete dense adsorption layers. The largest
peak of RDF is shown in first layer, gets dense up to g(r) of ~ 4.5, and diminishes with
increasing distance from CNT for 2nd and 3rd peaks. We observe densification of
adsorption layer in all systems with CNT distance range from 17 Å to 33 Å. These
densifications of adsorption layers and degree of densification for each peak and effective
range of molecular structure does not depend on the CNT alignment distances. These
phenomena of molten polymer layers density oscillation and amplitude decaying with
increasing distance from surface has been reported in experiment [44,46] and simulation
[43,44,45] study. It is also suggested from recent study that polymer molecules
heterogeneous density play significant role in relaxation behavior and also alter the
dynamics [47,48].



Figure 4.8 Densification of adsorption layers at 400 K


Considering the temperature for application of composite, we cooled down the
systems from 400K to 50K for solid–states composite using procedure of isochoric,
isothermal conditions (NVT) with a rate of 25 K every 100 ps with CNTs on stable
distance. As decrease the temperature, magnitudes of g (r) gets higher especially first
peak up to ~8 times. In Figure 4.9 represent RDF at 50K with various center to center
distances of CNT.
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Figure 4.9 Densification of adsorption layers at 50 K

4.4 Many Body Effects in CNT –CNT Interactions
To investigate multiple interactions between CNTs through the polymer in
comparison with pairwise interactions, we built 3-CNT embedded systems with different
3rd CNT distance from rest of CNTs. Polymers in these systems are generated using
PolymerModeler with 3 excluded cylinders for CNTs followed by relaxing with
embedded CNT fixing distances between CNTs. Two CNTs are placed far away from
each other 17.15 Å in parallel alignment for all system and 3rd CNT embedded on vertex
point of isosceles triangle. 3rd CNT distance from two other CNTs are 17.15 Å, 20.3 Å,
22.4 Å, 24.5 Å and 26.6 Å as shown in Fig 4.10. Third CNT distances are determined
based on the pair –wise interaction analysis, so that we can compare many body effects in
CNT –CNT interaction with pair-wise interaction.



(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 4.10 Atomistic snapshot of 3CNT embedded PE composites.
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After minimization procedure using gradual application of van der Waals
interactions, unscaled Dreiding exponential -6 van der Waals interactions are applied for
dynamics at 400K using the same procedures for two CNTs embedded PE composites.
Force on 3rd CNTs are estimated based on the pair wise interaction analysis which is
represented in Figrue 4.11 Also multiple CNT interaction quantified from last 40 ps
relaxation process same as two CNT systems.

Figure 4.11 Three body interactions effects in CNT-CNT composite
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The estimated forces on 3rd CNTs from two other CNTs are calculated as shown in Fig
4.12:

CNT3

CNT1

CNT2

Figure 4.12 Three-body Force analysis cartoon

Interactions from three-body which is quantified from force on z-axis on
equilibrated polymer structures are predicted stronger than estimated interactions from
pair-wise system on both of regions, repulsive and attractive interaction zone. However
the strengthened interaction of three-body system are diminishes as CNT distance
increases. So as 3rd CNTs is placed on further away position, interaction strength
deviation between pair –wise and three body system decreased. In hexagonal structure
interaction strengthening is also observed.



(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Figure 4.13 Atomistic snapshot of hexagonal CNT structures embedded in PE composites



Figure 4.14 Hexagonal-alignment CNT interactions effects in CNT-CNT composites
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CHAPTER 5. MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF CNT-POLYMER COMPOSITES

It should be highlighted that the best results of mechanical improvement of
enhancement of Young’s modulus dY/dVf has reached the maximum value approximately
~1Tpa which is predicted by role of mixture and Halpin-Tsai equation [49,50,51].
However depending on the fabrication method such as chemically modified nanotubes
composites, solution based composites and melt processed composite attainable
mechanical improvements are very different. Although functionalization carbon nanotube
composite show the best result, in reality application, industrial level nanocomposite
production are more likely to be melt processing. In melting processing, most urgent area
that should be improved are dispersion and stress transfer. In experimentally Coleman JN
and Cadek M et al suggested that crystallinity of polymer in interfacial region related to
reinforcement improvement [49,52].
In noncovalent molecular structures in CNT and polymer, bridging, increased
specific interaction area and wrapping are suggested molecular structures for
enhancement of interactions which will finally result in effective reinforcement. Firstly
bridging means two or more of CNTs are interact with one CNT. For formation of
bridging structures in polymer composite, either polymer chain needs to have larger
radius of gyration than averaged distance between neighboring CNTs or increased
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content of CNTs. Secondly specific interaction area between polymer- CNT formation is
achievable with well dispersed CNT distribution as well as high density ratio of CNT to
polymer. Lastly wrapping structure which helps dispersion of CNT also makes the
stronger composite. Depending on the chemical composition such as including aromatic
or bulky side group inclusion or stiffness of the chain, wrapping behavior of the chains
show different conformation [40]. Stiff backbone chains without bulky and aromatic side
group tend to wrap the CNT in more distinct structure. For PMMA chains which have
flexible chain and bulky side group shows inter-coiling conformation rather than
wrapping of CNTs.

5.1 Effect of CNT on the Molecular Structure of the Polymer Matrix
To study the structure ordering of polymer around the CNTs local orientation of
polymer backbone was investigated by the orientation order parameter (Sx) along the
CNT axis (YZ plane). Orientation order parameter which is calculated by summation of
orientation of two ends of backbone sub-chain along the CNT axis, x axis. In Figure 5.1
shows that orientation order parameter for different CNT distance systems at 400K. Sx
shows maximum peaks at corresponding distance from the CNT center with those of
RDF shown in Figure 4.8. This indicates that polymers in adsorption layers’s crystallinity
having more ordered structure parallel to CNT axis as well as high density. The negative
value of orientation order parameter between the peaks is caused due to the alignment of
chain in each layers to be parallel. So between the layers polymers are rather
perpendicularly oriented and showed negative value for the next layers parallel
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orientation along the CNT axis. When distances from CNTs are further away, RDF and
Sx converged to bulk properties, g(r)=1 and random orientation Sx = 0. These ordered
adsorption layers are expected to affect the local elastic response of composite which will
be discussed in Chapter 5.2.

Figure 5.1 Orientation order parameter with various CNT distances at 400K.

Below the glass transition temperature Sx increases which means that during the
frozen the glass transition process structural ordering related to the molecule
conformation. When CNT are far away 16.3 Å so CNTs are contact each other without
polymer, Sx shows that first adsorption layers are relatively highly oriented along the
CNT. The next equilibrated distance between the CNT, when CNTs are further away 20.5
Å, due to the partial destructive interference between the firs layers of each, PE
molecules in first adsorption layer become less ordered.



Figure 5.2 Orientation order parameter with various CNT distances at 50K
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5.2 Elastic Response of CNT Polymer Composition and Local Property Enhancement

Figure 5.3 Local stiffness of polymer respect to the distance from center of CNT
at 50K
We quantify how short range perturbation of the polymer structure affects their
local mechanical response. Figure 5.3 shows the local stiffness of polymer respect to the
distance from the center of the CNT. Stiffness calculated from small strain region ~2%.
PE in first adsorption layers which has densely layered structures are stiffened up to ~30
GPa. Local stiffness of PE 30A further away from CNT estimated ~1000Mpa which is
comparable with the pure PE bulk system 1400 MPa [53]
Enhanced stiffness of PE near the CNT is attributed to the increased van der
Waals interactions between polymer molecules and with the CNTs which is caused by
highly oriented and densely layered structure near the CNTs. In figure 5.4 shows the
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stiffness relationship with orientation order parameter. There is proportional tendency
between stiffness and orientation order parameter above Sy =0 which means high ordering
structure contributed to enhancement of stiffness. This can be related to that repeated
cycles of the loading-unloading of the tensile strain on the composite improve further of
Young’s modulus [54].

Figure 5.4 Orientation order parameter change after deformation
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS

From the CNT observation for two decades ago, CNT reinforced polymer
nanocomposite have been under enormous investigations and showed outstanding
properties in mechanical, electrical and thermal filed. However result from experimental
and modeling filed are always below the prediction of rule of mixtures. The lack of
robust understanding of interaction characteristic which is main issue in composite filed
is thought of the root that cause these problem.

So in this study we investigated

interactions of CNT with polymer matrices as well as Mechanical response of CNT –
polymer composites.
In this study, we used the most powerful modeling method molecular dynamics
(MD) to simulate nanoscale nanocomposite. All the atoms behavior is governed with
DREIDING force filed with periodic boundary conditions for efficiency of computing
time without sacrificing the accuracy.
We used molecular dynamics simulation to create PMMA slabs by hightemperature uniaxial deformation following by annealing to room temperature. We find
that the conditions of the annealing process have a strong effect on the molecular
structure of the resulting slabs. Slabs annealed with mechanical constrains exhibit
isotropic molecular structures; in contrast, cases where surface tension drives a reduction
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in surface area lead to flow and anisotropic molecular structures. These molecular
changes affect the free surface energies; we find structures with chains elongated normal
to the slab surface to have lower surface energies. The free surface energy range
predicted by the simulations is in good agreement with experimental measurements.
Strength of the nanocomposite is affected by mechanics involved at the
nanotube/matrix interface. So we investigate interactions of CNT with polymer in
polymer surface and CNT-CNT interactions. The diffusivity of CNT and viscous flow of
matrix is predicted with PMMA-CNT nanocomposite which influences on dispersion in
synthesis processing. Also effective CNT-CNT interactions through the polymer are
studied in PE-CNT nanocomposite with various number and alignment of CNTs.
Formation of ordered structured discrete adsorption layers induce CNT-CNT interaction
through the polymer. Also many body interaction strengthening is observed in
comparison with pair-wise interaction.
We performed mechanical deformation on PE-CNT nanocomposite to quantify
how short range perturbation of the polymer structure affects their local mechanical
response. Enhanced stiffness of PE near the CNT is observed and it is attributed to the
increased van der Waals interactions between polymer molecules and with the CNTs due
to highly oriented and densely layered structures.
Our study provide an insight into the basis of interactions in CNT reinforced
polymer nanocomposite and worth understanding in order to maximized the properties
improvement especially in mechanics.
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